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Abstract
One of the most familiar challenges of the cloud computing is the availability of the service or connectivity issues like internet speed
or poor infrastructure, so in this paper we will present a new technique in data transformation through Wide Area Network (WAN)
to accelerate the traffic between two or more data centers to get the high level of maturity of our cloud services, so the proposed
algorithm will inspect the original data in high level archichture and running specific reference indexing technique to convert the
original data to meta data after that the algorithm with run compression technique to compress the metadata itself this is from the
source datacenter, on another side we the compressed metadata will transferred to destination datacenter then the algorithm will
decompressed the file to metadata then convert back the metadata file by using the referencing table to original file, so this algorithm
will assist us to transfer a lot of data between datacenters through poor WAN links rapidly.
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I. Introduction
In the third world countries, we suffering about the poor
infrastructure in these countries so the challenge here is “How
the corporations enable their business in this countries?” now all
of the multinational corporations working with cloud computing
technologies “Public cloud computing, Private cloud computing
and Hybrid cloud computing” now we need to centralize the
services and the all accessed it from different locations around
the world so we need to enhance the availability these services
to be accessed from anywhere.
With the continuous increasing in the size of data now the
transferring through WAN will be difficult and the digital data
size in continuous increasing, so to avoid this challenge the only
way increase the WANs speed witch is very expensive so now
there was an technique called with WAN optimization or WAN
acceleration and a lot of technological companies released this
products like “Riverbed, CISCO,….etc” these products used the
data de-duplication technique, in this technique the system just
send the unique chunks of the data or the bytes that duplicated
form the sources and store a pointer for each one and duplicate
on the another side, almost of this systems are working with the
data type “the compression ratio is based on data type itself” also
these systems are very expensive.
The proposed algorithm will work with another approach “not
data de-duplication” the proposed system will inspect the
original file on block level “Byte”, lookup for this bytes form
the reference database to get the record number for each blow,
collect the metadata “Pointers or record numbers” onto data file,
then compressing this file by compression technique and send it
to destination site.
When the compressed file received by the destination site the system
received the file then decompressed it into metadata “Pointers or
record numbers” after that the system divided the metadata onto
set of database queries to get the bytes of the original data
II. Research Methodology
As search in online resources that related to data deduplication,
to know how it actually work, to know the methodology itself,
so it’s very difficult because the all of corporations that working
in this area not announcing for own systems, so we going to the
scientific journals and papers for the data storage techniques and
cloud computing to get the high level of maturity to proposed a
new approach to facilitate the working with this cloud challenge
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“Availability in third world countries – internet speed and
availability” therefore am used the below online journals for
searching:
_
Academic Search Premier;
_
Business Source Premier;
_
Emerald Full text;
_
Ingenta Journals;
_
Science Direct; and
_
IEEE Transaction.
III. Research Challenges
Increasing developing data causes many challenges to the existing
storage systemsand data deduplication. Some challenges that faces
data deduplication are [4]:
Cost-effective Remote Replication
Using standard technology, remote data replicate ion is unrealistic
in many situations due to data volumes over constrained bandwidth
h. With data reduction, unique deduplicated data is transferred
achieving result a 90-95% reduction in transferred data, thus
making replication over a WAN realistic.
Unified Data Protection
With Unified Data Protection (UDP), backup administrators can
achieve high level of optimization of storage requirements and
bandwidth, also accelerate protection and recovery across multiple
sites. In addition, the solution enables in-place data re-hydration,
for fast granular restore, including from tape.
Complete backups faster.
Because of less data transmitted and stored, backups are faster.
This is important for situations where the total data amount
threatens to take so long to backup that one backup isn’t finished
before the next one is due to start.
Improve client performance.
The agent has a minimal impact on client performance because
the majority of processing is done in the Point Server Recovery.
For virtualized environments, agentless VMware and Hyper-V
backup reduces the risk of bottlenecks and performance issues at
the hardware level. In other words, it ensures that backups don’t
stall virtualized servers.
Simplify infrastructure of backup.
By routing backups through the Recovery Point Server, it’s a lot
easier to transfer backup data to different places, for example
Azure or Amazon cloud Web Services or to local tape or another
offsite private cloud.
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Improve availability and resilience.
Because the deduplication data is stored in the Recovery Point
Server, it is a lot easier to protect the backup infrastructure. For
example, all the information in the store can be replicated to a
cloud, another server in the same data center or offsite.
Reduce required bandwidth for backups.
The Recovery Point Server pulls new or changed data only from
a client with high levels of granularity – reduced to 4kb chunks
only. This makes backups extremely efficient.
IV. Related Work
Deduplication technique based on chunking has been used in
a large scoop today specially for the secondary storage. The
using mechanism of this technique is depending on dividing a
certain file to identical chunks then removes any duplicate chunks
using a hash digests for all chunks (an example of these hash
digests is SHA-1 or MD5) [5]. Many researchers have discussed
depduplication techniques and method of implement by using
either fix-size chunking [5, 6] or bimodal chunking [2] or content
defined chunking [7]. Briefly it has become a fact that chunking
techniques are considered great and widely used to develop
duplication removal when small-sized files updates stored.
Novel studies [8] show that the Content-Defined Chunking (CDC)
techniques can actually remove duplicate data till 10 % more that
the Fixed-Sized Chunking (FSC) technique in the dataset of the
primary storage.
The large scoop of using deduplication techniques is now a very
important issue in the storage system that faces a big problem
of the increasing size of data the fingerprint-lookup disk in the
same time. A previous study discussed the DDFS which depend
on exploiting the locality of inherent backup streams to limit the
possible accesses to “on-disk index” which also enable to get rid
of disk bottleneck of inline deduplication [9]. Another discussed
deduplication solution is “sparse Indexing” that uses sampling
approaches to minimize fingerprint index in the memory as it
requires apparently half of the required RAM used by DDFS.
Data sampling and chunk locality of backup streams is the method
that sparse indexing uses to duplicate removal.
Chunkstash is another example of the techniques that use the
chunk fingerprint storage on an SSD not on an HDD to speed up
the index-lookup stage [10]. It exploits stream locality and runs
cuckoo hash in the fingerprint index in RAM [9].
Today, primary storage based on data deduplication has a great
attention because of its ability to reduce the space needed to store
data which increase the empty space in the storage device. There
are two new models of SSD deduplication, these models are the
CA-SSD and CAFTL. These two models can improve the writing
method by removing duplicate writes and any other duplicate
data.
Virtual machines also can be involved in data deduplication
techniques which is implemented by a solution called VMFLOCK.
Now there are also many open source applications for data
deduplication such as opendedup and ZFS dedupe.
V. Design And Implementation
We implemented source-based deduplication network file system
using Byte-index based chunking approach and file transferring.
In source-based approach, data deduplication process is performed
in the source side and the source sends only non-duplicated
files or blocks to the destination. The source performs file data
deduplication process by checking file hash key at a reference
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database by a DBMS (Database Management System).The source
starts block-level deduplication, divides a file into several blocks
and calculates hashes of the each block. The list of hash keys is
stored in a reference database, DBMS checks duplicated blocks
by comparing the hash key with hash keys stored in the database
to generate a metadata file. Finally, the source sends the metadata
to the destination which uses the same techniques to generate the
original file. All these transactions are shown in figure 1.

Fig.1 : System Architecture for the stages
If file information has already saved to the DBMS, server
accumulates them and produces Index-table of file. After that
server sends produced Index-table to the client. Using this Indextable, client retrieves the duplicated chunks with high probability
in very fast time. The client calculates the SHA-1 hash values from
this result, and then the client also sends back them to the server.
The server confirms whether the chunk is actually duplicated or
not by comparing these hash values to the corresponding hash
values from server DBMS. Finally the proposed system knows
the non-duplicated region and duplicated region of a file and then
accumulates all this information and transfers only non-duplicated
region information to the client.
We can see how that can be done in the following algorithm:
Start
Read the file directly from the disk;
Looking up for each block in the cash database then in the
Reference database;
Extract Metadata;
Text file ”Metadata”. Save ();
Text file. Compress ();
Text file. Transfer ();
If (Text file arrives to destination);
{
Text file. Decompress ();
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Retrieve the metadata from the cash database or the Reference
database;
Generate the original file;
}End
The following steps illustrate the algorithm and show how it
works:
Store file in binary code
The first step starts when the sender gets the file, it copies the file
and store a copy in the hard disc that is formatted by the NTFS
(New Technology File System).NTFS stores data as a binary code
in one or more block depending on the file size, each block size
is 1k bits and stores only one binary code for only one file, this
helps to achieve the maximum use of the block space. After storing
the file in the binary form, an application is run to read it directly
from the hard disc in its binary form.
Look up for metadata in the reference database (searching and
retrieving from Reference)
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Decompress the text file
When the file arrives to the destination we come to the fifth step
as the receiver decompresses the file using the same technique
used by the sender to compress.
Look up for the binary code in the reference database (searching
and retrieving from Reference)
After decompressing the text file and in the sixth step, the receiver
Looks up for the binary code in the reference database depending
on the metadata from the text file. This process is also performed
by a DBMS in the same way the source uses. Once the DBMS
generates the file, it stores the received metadata and the binary
code in a cash database to accelerate the process of file generation
as each time the destination receives a file, DBMS will search first
in the cash database for the binary code. If the metadata exists in
the cash database it will be used for next step and if it didn’t exist
DBMS will search in the reference database for it.
Save the binary code to the hard disc

Fig. 3 : The seven steps of the algorithm

Fig. 2 : Blocks numbers stored in the reference
When the application reads the binary code of the file, we come to
the second step which is Looking up for metadata in a reference
database, this process is performed by the DBMS which searches
in the reference that consists of multiple databases, each database
consists of huge number of records with all probabilities of files
to be sent between the source and the destination, each record is
a number refer to blocks that previously used to store the file in
the binary form. Once all the numbers of the blocks identified, the
DBMS generates a text file with all these numbers, this text file is
called metadata. To accelerate the process of metadata extraction,
DBMS creates a cash database to store every generated metadata
and every binary code for every sent file. When the source sends a
file, DBMS searches first in the cash database for the metadata. If
the metadata exists in the cash database it will be used for next step
and if it didn’t exist DBMS will search in the reference database
for it. Figure 2 shows how a table in the reference database looks
like.
compress the text file
Then in the third, when the DBMS extracts the text file, it is
compressed using a lossless compression technique such as
Huffman coding technique to reduce its size. This step helps
in time saving as the more of file size decreased the more of
transferring time saved.
Transfer the file to the destination
The fourth step is sending this compressed text file from the
source to the destination through the network which can be via
cloud computing or regular LAN, WAN or any other type of
www.ijarcst.com
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In the seventh step the receiver saves the binary code to the hard
disc also using NTFS file system with 1k bits size for every
block. After saving the binary code to the disc, the system will
be able to generate the original file back. After generating the
binary back to the original file an acknowledgment can be sent
from the destination to the source to ensure that the file arrived
correctly. A good example of a type of acknowledgment that can
be used is SHA-1 algorithm which is considered one of the best
techniques used in cryptography and data transferring to verify
and acknowledge the arrival of data correctly.
By converting the file back to its original form, the transferring
operation is completed after seven several processes as shown
in figure 3.
VI. Conclusion
Our work in this paper presents a structured model for a new
technique for file transferring between datacenters. The proposed
solution provides great results to improve the performance of file
transferring and decrease needed time for that.
The key point of our system is to chunking the file then find
out identical data in fast time, looking up for its probabilities
and eliminate identical chunks. We use file- index chunking as a
chunking technique in our system. Experiment result shows the
proposed system can achieves very high file transferring capability.
In this field of searching there are many issues still open, as in our
future work we planning to build massive deduplication system
and file transferring system with huge number of files. Such huge
systems will definitely need more elaborated model to handle
identical files information.
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